Opportunities for exhibitors during the

International Conference on Topical Issues in Nuclear Installation Safety: Progressing from
Evolutionary to Innovative Reactor Designs 2022

The IAEA is organizing the International Conference on Topical Issues in Nuclear Installation Safety: Strengthening Safety of Evolutionary and Innovative Reactor Designs at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna, Austria from 18 to 21 October 2022.

Approximately 350 participants from IAEA Member States and international organizations are expected to attend the conference. The IAEA is planning to hold a virtual exhibition for commercial vendors who operate within the fields that are in conjunction with the conference topics. The virtual exhibition will be held through the IAEA Conference and Meetings App.

Companies and Organizations wishing to take advantage of this opportunity to exhibit are encouraged to make a voluntary contribution to the IAEA in support of the conference. Contributions would be utilized to financially support scientists from developing countries to attend the event or other costs directly related to the organization of the event. An acknowledgement of any voluntary contribution will be made on the event website, the IAEA Conference and Meetings App, and other information sources promoting the event.

Interested parties should contact the Scientific Secretariat by e-mail tic-2022@iaea.org before 31 August 2022 or 23 September 2022.

Further details on logistical arrangements for the exhibition will be sent to the exhibitors after their acceptance emails have been received.